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Welcome to the RISE: Refugees Survivors and Ex-detainees official annual 
report 2016/17. 

Firstly, we would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of this land 
and displaced refugees and asylum seekers all around the world. 

RISE: Refugees, Survivors and Ex-Detainees is a registered not-for-profit 
incorporated association. We are a grassroots refugee organisation 
entirely controlled, staffed, and run by refugees, asylum seekers and ex- 
detainees. 

RISE exists to support refugees and asylum seekers as they build new 
lives in Australia. RISE does this through the provision of advice and 
services, engagement in community development, enhanced opportunities, 
and advocacy for refugee rights. RISE campaigns on behalf our members’ 
and  creates innovative and tailored projects to address the various 
barriers faced by refugees and asylum seekers. 

What makes RISE unique and successful is that all our projects are 
produced with the knowledge, experiences and expertise we bring as 
refugees, asylum seekers and ex-detainees. We also engage in extensive
community engagement and due diligence. Many of our workers 
experienced the difficulties of settling in Australia and have in-depth 
knowledge of the political, legal, social, and community welfare systems of 
Australia. 

NOTHING ABOUT US WITHOUT US

RISE ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER PEOPLES ARE 
THE ORIGINAL OWNERS AND CUSTODIANS OF THE LAND THAT WE LIVE AND WORK ON.
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From our humble beginnings in the RMIT library of in January 2009, RISE officially 
launched in March 2010 as the first refugee/asylum seeker support organisation in 
Australia entirely governed by refugees, ex-detainees and asylum seekers. Soon after, 
many young community ambassadors and youth leaders joined the RISE team. 

RISE was established to increase the visibility of refugee and asylum seeker issues in the 
public domain while supporting refugees to build new lives in Australia. This is done 
through providing advice, engaging in community development, enhancing opportunity, 
and campaigning for refugee/asylum seeker rights. 

RISE’s growth made it necessary to move and, in April 2010, a small office space was 
secured at Ross House, a community hub in the heart of Melbourne. Computers and office 
equipment were generously donated by different organisations and refugee community 
groups. 

The RISE team developed a strategic response, establishing a series of outreach programs 
designed to cater for their specific needs and implemented using their own knowledge, 
experiences and expertise. The result was the creation of projects and services that 
encouraged fellow refugees and asylum seekers to participate fully and productively in 
our new land. 

By creating various pathways of opportunity, the RISE team has helped to create a more 
cohesive refugee community in Australia. It is with passion and perseverance that we 
believe that RISE services have the potential to further enrich the lives of those seeking a 
new life in Australia. There is every indication that this work will not only continue but 
flourish in the future. 

Our values 
- All our work must be guided by the aspirations and needs of refugees, and towards our 
empowerment. 
- We believe that successful campaigns and resettlement is best achieved through 
meaningful engagement with refugee communities. 
- We seek to advance refugee rights through innovation, leadership, and through 
delivering high quality service and evaluation.

HISTORY OF RISE
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On behalf of RISE team and the refugee community groups who are a part of RISE, I would like to acknowledge 
that we live on occupied territories where Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the traditional owners 
and where their sovereignty has never been ceded: ‘always was, always will be Aboriginal land’.   

I would also like to acknowledge respect for all the displaced people around the world; from within detention 
centre camps in Australia to Israel, England to USA, Malaysia to Germany and further afield. 

Throughout 2016/17 we have run some key campaigns and projects that impact our community groups directly 
every day. These projects and campaigns not only address what is happening in Australia but also in detention 
centres overseas. The RISE team has been an instrumental force behind all these projects and campaigns.  And as 
all RISE volunteers are from the affected community of refugees and ex-detainees, it is encouraging to witness 
RISE volunteers from these backgrounds carrying out the majority of the workload without most of them getting 
paid. That shows the level of solidarity we have within ourselves as well why refugee self-determination is 
important for those fleeing from war and torture, abuse and persecution. We not only run cost effective projects 
but we ensure that we remain accountable to our community and run projects that benefit our community to 
achieve their fullest potential.   

• A First Nations / Refugee Solidarity Event 
• Ex-detainees’ day 
• Ex-detainee Ten Demands 
• Ex-Detainee exhibition 
• Shut Down Manus and Nauru campaign 
• Refugee life ban bill Campaign, #BlockTheBill 
• Election Campaign, #WeWillNotBeSilenced 

Although our core value at RISE is running projects that entirely managed by refugees and ex-detainees, we 
looked for support from the first nation community. Some of our Projects were co-assisted by the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples who, like us, are not paid for their labor. One key reason for this situation is because 
non-refugee organisations have exhausted all funding and the second reason is because the Australian 
philanthropy community has difficulty understanding the importance of refugee self determination. 

We run meaningful projects, not to increase our image or social opportunities, but to instead holistically uplift our 
communities and provide the support that has been lacking for far too long. While we are strengthening our 
continuous solidarity with First Nation community groups and activists in Australia, we refugees will continue to 
fights against injustices, border imperialism, and xenophobia through Australia's first refugee and ex-detainee 
managed organisation, RISE. 

On behalf of the RISE team, I would like to thank the advisory committee, the board of directors, staff members 
and all the dedicated volunteers who have devoted their time, energy, and skills towards RISE. Most importantly I 
would like to thank the First Nation People for their ongoing solidarity and ex-detainees for their humble 
contribution. 

CEO REPORT- RAMESH FERNANDEZ 

THESE PROJECTS 
WERE NOT FUNDED

IN 2016/17 THE RISE TEAM RAN SOME KEY PROJECTS AND CAMPAIGNS, EVERY ONE OF THEM WAS 
HIGHLY IMPORTANT TO OUR COMMUNITY. AMONG THEM, SOME ARE NOTABLE THIS IS INCLUDING ;
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The aim of the advocacy team is to generate positive political and social change with respect to attitudes and 
policies impacting the refugee community. RISE's advocacy portfolio seeks to promote social change by engaging 
with various bodies to: advocate for refugee rights; educate the community; advance appropriate refugee policies 
and encourage balanced and accurate media coverage of refugee issues. 

RISE advocacy is directly driven and informed by those of refugee, ex-detainee and asylum seeker backgrounds. 
We have staff and members who have personal experiences as refugees, asylum seekers and ex-detainees. As such, 
RISE advocacy is strongly committed to ensuring that the work is deeply rooted at a grassroots level. 

RISE ADVOCACY

• Initiated a worldwide movement run by and for ex-detainee members from RISE Refugees to call for the 
abolition of detention centres around the world alongside a ‘10 point demands’ framework to be adopted by 
organisations and governments around the globe surrounding the issues of asylum seekers, refugees and ex- 
detainees. 

• Public historical event ‘Sovereignty & Sanctuary’ alongside the First Nations community to properly acknowledge 
refugee presence on this land on their terms and be presented by Original Passports from Indigenous community 
Elders. 

• Wrote to the City of Melbourne to initiate making Melbourne City a ‘Sanctuary City’ where refugees could find 
sanctuary. 

• International involvement at Space, Race, Bodies Conference at the University of Otago, Aotearoa on issues of 
dismantling detention systems as well as issues around racism and discriminatory policies. 

• Various community education workshops were conducted in schools and local community organisations in order 
to educate the community, including the youth, about the plight of asylum seekers, how to create safe passages for 
asylum seekers and for Australia to take on more refugees. 

• RISE liaised with legal professionals in order to legally oppose and bring public attention to Operation Balneary 
whereby Australian Border Force Officers were given absolute rights to search and detain members of the asylum 
seeker and refugee community. This saw them search, intimidate, abuse, detain and deport members. 

• Held conversational event with UK rapper Akala dealt with issues around race, class, arts and politics, migration and 
criminalisation, and self-expression, both as these topics relate to the UK and Australia. 

• Showcased artworks and International film of ex-detainee artist Mahmoud Salameh. His work told stories of 
forced displacement and the difficulties surrounding the crossing of borders.

• In response to the racist comments of Peter Dutton that refugees are taking the jobs of Australian people, RISE 
members created a viral video, “We Will Not Be Silenced” condemning these comments. 

RISE ADVOCACY ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2016/17
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The advocacy team continued to minimise the intake of new casework due to limited capacity. 
 Our limited capacity is mainly due to the fact that we have received no funds to run this program. 
 Funds are mostly allocated to Refugee advocacy programs driven by non-refugees focused on 
public relations and mainstream, corporate marketing strategy, or purely on legislative matters that 
focus on searching for loopholes within the existing legal framework divorced from the socio- 
political reality (or realities?) that our communities face in Australia and across the globe. It is 
concerning that these funds are allocated in this way, without questioning why despite thousands 
of dollars poured into these programs, Refugees continue to be incarcerated in Australia’s onshore 
and offshore detention camps and the numbers of refugees across the world continue to increase. 
RISE’s advocacy case work is informed by our members who are not simply recipients of our 
benevolence but part of our governance, decision making body as well as members of staff and 
volunteers in the organisation.  Casework is not just viewed in isolation to advocating for systemic 
change and one of the key aspects to our advocacy is ensuring those who work on individual 
cases identify patterns that flag systemic issues that our community is facing so it informs RISE’s 
campaign strategy. 

Despite the fact that we have placed a limit on our casework our team (numbers in the team 
varied from 1-3 people during the last financial year) deals with at least 5-10 members 
(sometimes even more) a week for assistance.  We have also had to make emergency visits to 
detention as detainees have informed us that they have been unable to access services elsewhere 
though there are full time paid staffs in larger organisations in Melbourne who are funded solely to 
work on detention issues. 

In addition to the refugee claim process itself, the following issues were identified of concern to 
our members: 

ADVOCACY CASEWORK

Family reunion and Citizenship
Character and Identity checks
The lack of options for review within the legislative system for those whose asylum 
claim has been rejected and “completed the process" even if there is significant new 
information.
Raids resulting in detention by the Australian border force by the Department of 
Immigration and Border protection’s new paramilitary wing
•Indefinite and arbitrary detention
No permanent protection visas for most of the Refugees who have been given 
adverse ASIO assessments since 2009.
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On 16th June 2016 First Nations Liberation, RISE and WAR (Warriors of the Aboriginal Resistance) had 
a historic solidarity event titled “Sovereignty Sanctuary” in front of the Victorian Parliament house in 
Melbourne, on the 16th of July at 1pm.  On this day RISE, on behalf of the refugee community, 
acknowledged Aboriginal Sovereignty over this nation has never been ceded and stood in solidarity 
with the dispossessed First Nations of this country.  Powerful speeches were given by Leaders and 
members from Indigenous, refugee and ex-detainee communities in addition to a Smoking Ceremony 
and music and other performances by our community members.  The issues of colonisation, 
occupation, border imperialism, Indigenous and Refugee incarceration and racial profiling as forms of 
oppression were frequently highlighted by Indigenous and Refugee Speakers and Performers.  RISE 
also publicly outlined the preliminary version of the 10 point pledge launched by RISE ex-detainee 
members to mark the first ex-detainees’ day on 3rd of September 2016 at the event ‘we need 
protection not detention’. 

On this day, on behalf of Sovereign House, elder Robbie Thorpe presented First Nations passports to 
RISE ex-detainee members without permanent protection visas sending  a strong message: ‘Under 
Indigenous law, refugees are WELCOME to this land’.  This is not the first time that Indigenous Elders 
including elder Robbie Thorpe have made this public gesture.  However it is the first time that this 
symbolic action has been made publicly at an event organised, run and controlled entirely by the 
Refugee community and First Nations peoples of this land.  The event stood out as a symbol of RISE, 
First Nations liberation and WAR’s commitment to justice and self-empowerment for the oppressed 
through self-determination. 

It is also important for us to note that this event is a natural progression resulting from years of 
considered labour by RISE members and Indigenous community members, listening and learning from 
each other and building deep ties of solidarity.  In 2014 we at RISE felt compelled to make a public 
statement condemning “pro-refugee” campaigns that proclaim that “Australia was built by Boat 
people” as well as the celebration of “Invasion Day” aka “Australia Day” thereby erasing the existence 
of First Nations people and conflating the arrival of Refugees by boat with the invasion, illegal 
occupation and colonisation of this land in 1788.  Each year, since 2014, RISE has been releasing 
public statements declaring a boycott of “Australia Day”.  In the previous financial year, in January 
2016, volunteers from the Refugee community translated our statement into Arabic, Burmese, Oromo 
and Tamil and this was published on RISE’s social media platform. Another key stepping stone to 
building solidarity between our communities is a unique panel discussion reported on in the previous 
financial year, consisting solely of Indigenous and Refugee speakers organised by Indigenous Arts 
administrator and writer Eugenia Flynn.  Professor of History and Indigenous elder Gary Foley also 
made a key appearance in RISEs viral advocacy campaign video during the 2016 Federal election. 
 RISE continues to be committed to working with First Nations people as part of our work to ensure 
that advocacy for the rights of our people does not come at the cost of justice for other oppressed 
groups. 

SOVEREIGNTY + SANCTUARY EVENT AND REFUGEE INDIGENOUS SOLIDARITY
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The formation of the ex-detainee peer support group in 2015 within RISE, an organization that is 
governed by Refugees and headed by a person who is both a Refugee and ex-detainee, has been a 
unique and exciting development not just for RISE but for refugees across the world.  During 
meetings held by the support group it was decided that there should be a specific day in the year 
shaped by and for ex-detainees to highlight the plight of members of our community incarcerated 
simply for making an attempt to cross borders to save their lives, with the vision of safe passage for 
refugees/asylum seekers and the abolishment of refugee/asylum seeker incarceration.  Contact was 
made with detainees and ex-detainees from detention camps such as Holot in Israel and Yarl’s Wood 
in England.  The group began drafting a 10 point pledge to be launched on the very first time they 
would mark this day.  The group finally decided that “Ex-detainees’ day” would be on 3rd of 
September. http://riserefugee.org/ex-detainees-day-for-asylum-seekers-and-refugees/ 

On 3rd September 2016 RISE ex-detainee members organised an event in the RISE drop-in-centre 
exclusively for ex-detainees to mark this day for the first time.  The 10 point pledge 
http://riserefugee.org/exdetaineesdemands/  was released by the ex-detainee group in it’s most 
current iteration as a list of “10 demands”.  It is telling that there was no media coverage despite a 
media release by ex-detainees about the launch of “ex-detainees day”.  Ex-detainees used RISE’s 
blog and social media platform to publicise this day. 

With minimal funds it was difficult to access professional translation services to translate materials 
released before or on “Ex-detainees day”.  With some funds collected by students from the Monash 
University Wholefoods collective working in partnership with RISE, translations of the 10 ex-detainee 
demands were made into Arabic, Burmese, Tamil and Persian and uploaded on our website.  The ex- 
detainee group has received a great deal of positive feedback about these demands from ex- 
detainees within and outside Australia, since they were launched. 

THE FIRST EX-DETAINEES’ DAY (3RD SEPTEMBER 2016) 

INITIATED AND LAUNCHED BY THE RISE EX-DETAINEE 
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RISE CAMPAIGN
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End of 2016, RISE launched a #BlockTheBill campaign. The campaign is focused on the Coalition is proposing 
a bill amendment that would prevent asylum seekers arriving by boat after 19 July 2013 from ever entering 
Australia. On 19 July 2013, then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd announced that from this day forward, all refugees 
arriving by boat would be blocked from gaining long-term protection and settlement in Australia. This 
proposed ban would add further discrimination against refugees as it is a lifetime ban that would apply to all 
who were adults when they arrived to Australia after July 19, 2013 and sent to a regional processing centre 
such as Manus and Nauru, for the rest of their ‘natural lives’. That is, until their death, they are not allowed to 
enter Australia unless the minister of immigration, who is a politician, and the only person in the whole of 
Australia with the power to do so, decides to allow them to enter http://riserefugee.org 
/blockthebillcampaign/ 

Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s proposal to impose a “life ban” on refugees and asylum seekers 
who have arrived since 2013, as well as future refugees, who will be arriving to seek protection, will be tied 
up with the “No Advantage Policy”, which was crafted and designed under the Labor party. With the support 
of people of color movements in Australia, RISE initiated two #BlockTheBill rally in response to the refugee 
life ban bill all across Australia. The proposal life ban bill yet to be tabled at the Senate before being passed as 
law. RISE determines to continue this campaign until the government pulls back this xenophobic policy. 

#BLOCKTHEBILL

On behalf of our members and governing staff from over 30 of the refugee and ex-detainee communities in 
Australia, RISE urged the Australian public to say NO to utilising refugees and asylum seekers as political 
currency during the Federal election 2016. 

Since ex-prime minister John Howard’s election campaign in 2001, anti-refugee boat rhetoric has been used 
as a destabilising wedge to win votes and distract the Australian public from core issues of governance. That 
year, John Howard won the election after starting a deliberate disinformation campaign about ‘The Children 
Overboard’ affair painting asylum seekers who arrive by boats as ‘queue jumpers’ – unscrupulous illegal 
entrants without morals, even capable of throwing their children. The two main parties, Labor and Liberal 
continue to legitimise this strategy, and it has won them the last five elections. This has resulted in the 
continued exploitation of anti-asylum seeker hysteria stirred by politicians themselves. RISE believes that this 
aggressive culture of xenophobia and fear of immigration prevails throughout Australia-perhaps attributable to 
Australia’s foundation of white colonisation including population control mechanisms of the ‘White Australia’ 
policy to police who comes into the country, and the circumstances in which they come. 

Before the federal election 2016, RISE released a video clip #WeWillNotBeSilenced https://www.youtube.com 
/watch?v=NFywemcZhdY . In this video, RISE requested the Australian public NOT to vote for any political 
parties that support detention centres; doesn’t matter 1 day or 30 days or 1 Year or more. Our
#WeWillNotBeSilenced clip have achieved over 2.5million post reached.  

#WEWILLNOTBESILENCED
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As a consequence of the circumstances that led them to Australia, the process of seeking asylum, 
and the socio-economic barriers they face in Australia, refugees and asylum seekers often have 
complex and critical needs. 

Many have faced persecution, poverty, war, and trauma. Some have endured prolonged internment in 
refugee camps or immigration detention. They may arrive with little to no English skills. Additionally, 
Australia’s application process for asylum ensures the continuance of uncertainty and unsettlement, 
with many unable to work or study during the process. As a result, their health issues may be 
compounded; they may experience poverty, isolation, and homelessness. While there are several 
settlement organisations that assist refugees and asylum seekers, many still fall through the cracks.     

Since RISE’s formation in 2010, the support service portfolio has been a central tenant of RISE’s 
priorities, aiming to fill service gaps and providing support to asylum seekers and refugees as they 
settle in Australia. As RISE is run by refugees, asylum seekers and ex-detainees, the staff possess a 
unique insight into the settlement process system, enabling them to recognize gaps and proactively 
mitigate systemic shortcomings. 

Responding to community needs, the Support Services portfolio has grown in scope and size with 
linkages to external community service providers. Today, the RISE Support Services portfolio 
addresses the needs of members relating to housing, emergency accommodation and material and 
legal aid, food, and welfare assistance. RISE has developed relationships with key refugee health 
services, improving referral processes to meet the urgent mental and physical health needs of our 
members. RISE also provides employment and educational support, including resume writing training 
and referrals to suitable educational and training courses. This is further made possible due to 
ongoing partnerships with educational institutions and key service providers. 

In the last 7 years, over 3000 members have been assisted. More recently there have been 
increasing demands in the areas of emergency housing, health referrals and employment/educational 
training assistance. 

Going forward, due to the increasingly harsher tone set by Australia’s immigration policies, RISE 
foresees an increased need for support services within refugee communities. RISE aims to continue 
providing basic settlement services, particularly for the most vulnerable – youth, single parents and 
young families, recently arrived asylum seekers, and recently released detainees. This will be done 
through continuing to identify the risks and barriers for refugees and asylum seekers in the 
settlement process; through consultation with refugee communities; through advocacy and sharing 
information; and through strengthening linkages with service providors; whilst respecting the rights, 
choices and agency of our members. 

SUPPORT SERVICES
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Beyond the logistical benefits of RISE having a central hub for engagement, the positive impacts of having an 
open-door Drop-In Centre have been numerous. It is a safe place for refugees and asylum seekers to spend 
time and socialise, creating a sense of belonging for the refugee and asylum seeker community. It has 
increased social inclusion and community networking among the wider RISE community. And with the 
services, information, and resources provided, the capacity and agency of members to address their own 
settlement needs have increased. 

The RISE Drop-In Centre, located at 
the RISE headquarters in Central 
Melbourne, is a welcoming place that 
promotes inclusion, growth and on- 
going support for community 
members of all ages. The space 
serves as a central hub for key 
support services as well as providing 
opportunities for newly arrived 
refugees and asylum seekers to 
connect to social support networks. 

THE DROP-IN CENTRE OFFERS A RANGE OF RESOURCES INCLUDING:
A free Computer lab with Internet facilities
A crisis service referral hub for emergency housing, health, and legal services;
Employment & Resume Clinics: The Centre will facilitate pathways to employment for refugees 
by providing training, job search support and assistance with resume and interview preparation;
Long-term settlement support services
A Resource Library, providing access to a range of books, magazines, news articles and 
settlement support materials;
The RISE Food Bank, providing access to free food for members of the refugee community;
Homework and language support programs on weekends, as well as after school high school 
tutoring programs;
Workshops for learning how to drive, including preparations for driving tests, road safety 
workshops and theoretical driving lessons;
A social networking space and community message board, including information on festivals, 
upcoming events and news pertaining to relevant creative industries.
Arts workshops and residencies, in the fields of music, creative writing, drama, and visual arts, 
which allow participants the ability to celebrate and share their cultures.
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RISE is working on the development of an app to improve access to health and disability services for the 
refugee community. This project is still in the early stages of development. A scoping study, funded through 
the Social Equity Institute, will identify health and disability service gaps. RISE is partnering with a Diversity 
and Disability committee, comprised of long term migrants with special needs, to inform the project on issues 
facing newly-arrived refugees with disabilities. 

To include input from the local council perspective, RISE is hoping to work with METRO Access to hold 
workshops on accessibility. A planned workshop with Co Health (based in the Western suburbs of 
Melbourne) will identify appropriate health services. Data and findings generated from these workshops will 
inform content of the app. On the tech development side, RISE is partnering with Polytech College. 

RISE is hoping that this app will have a significant positive impact on refugees with special needs, through 
assisting people with disabilities as well as for professionals to provide culturally sensitive and appropriate 
services. This app will be rolled out in conjunction with the NDIS (National Disability Insurance Scheme). 

ABILITY RIGHTS
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Since 2010, RISE has been running a free educational driving programme for refugees, to assist 
people with learning how to drive and obtaining Victorian drivers licenses. The RISE driving 
programme is delivered in Dandenong, Altona, and inner-city Melbourne. All of the instructions 
were interpreted by bilingual instructors, giving the opportunity for non-English speaking 
participants to fully undertake the course and successfully pass the driving test. The class-based 
component covers theoretical aspects of driving. Participants are given clear guidance of road 
rules and safety measurement, complemented with information materials created by RISE, as well 
as from VicRoads and TAC. Practical driving lessons are conducted by professional driving school 
instructors. 

Since the programme began in 2010, over 500 members have participated, with driving lessons 
taking place in around 168 suburbs across Victoria. In the last year, 51 people students from 
Melbourne and regional Victoria aimed to earn their Learner’s Permit and Probationary driver's 
licenses with RISE’s assistance. 

The project promotes safe driving through increased knowledge of Australian road rules while 
empowering individuals to take ownership over important aspects of their lives. RISE has seen 
broader long-term benefits with the programme; increased mobility minimizes community 
isolation and expands access to employment, education and other services. 

RISE DRIVING PROJECT

Minimise the risk of hazardous driving and accidents and to promote safe driving.
Increase public awareness about road safety.
Increase social inclusion and community connection.
Provide an example to other driving programs to implement similar strategies and 
planning.
Empower participants to develop confidence.
Enable people to access opportunities such as employment and education.
Encourage voluntary participation and promote leadership within the refugee 
community.

THE PROJECT OUTCOMES:
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RISE believes in the empowerment of the communities we work in, and that 
education is at the heart of this. After identifying service gaps and unmet needs 
within refugee communities, in 2012 RISE began a series of initiatives to 
generate opportunities for community members to fulfill their educational needs. 
This has been done through the provision of study spaces, establishing 
educational components, as well as providing advice and personalised guidance 
about education pathways available. 

  

RISE identified gaps in the learning and practical application of English as an 
Additional Language (EAL) in the everyday life of refugee and asylum seeker 
community members. In response to this RISE created a tutoring programme, 
utilizing the skills of volunteers and qualified teachers to improve the language 
skills of students with basic knowledge of English. 

Being inclusive to all members, RISE’s programmes aims to accommodate the 
needs of each of our members, including parents with young children. The EAL 
programme offers two modes; one-on-one tutoring or group teaching 
depending on the student’s needs. With a curriculum designed for relevancy 
through consultation with community members and experienced English 
teachers, the programme enables students, who start with varying degrees of 
basic to intermediate English language skills, to significantly improve. 

With increased proficiency, they are able to interact effectively with the wider 
Australian society; and in turn allow improved prospects for pursuing 
employment and/or education opportunities. This programme has gained 
favourable feedback from our students, especially in regards to the relevance of 
their improved skills to their everyday needs.  

RISE EDUCATION

TUTORING PROGRAM
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RISE RESOURCE LIBRARY
RISE maintains a Resource Library as part of the RISE Drop-In 
Centre. The Resource Library aims to support and strengthen 
positive representations of our communities as well as provide 
members with access to a wide variety of materials. Books and 
other resources are available for in-house browsing during RISE 
office hours. Currently the library has over 200 registered 
members who are also able to borrow items when a library 
officer is present. 

The hand-picked resources that form the Resource Library 
share a similar theme: multicultural resources that promote a 
strong message of acceptance, strength and personal 
empowerment. There is fiction and non-fiction authored by 
people of colour, anti-oppression resources, educational 
resources, bilingual books, and dictionaries. There are also a 
number of resources that can help and direct our members 
towards critical welfare resources. The RISE Resource Library 
also complements other RISE projects, such as book clubs, 
English classes, and driving workshops, through housing the 
useful resources to complete these projects. Most of the 
resources were donated by members of the public. 

The impact the Resource Library has on our members is a 
personal one. However, RISE strongly believes that knowledge 
gained through education not only empowers individuals, it has 
a flow-on effect of empowering communities. 
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Since 2013, RISE has partnered with Wholefoods, a socially progressive, volunteer and worker-run 
restaurant, based out of Monash University (Clayton campus). Over the years, a partnership that 
began as a response to RISE’s call for food bank assistance expanded to the development of 
educationally-focused projects,  skills development and training opportunities for asylum seekers,
fundraising for RISE and offshore detention protesters, and advocacy/awareness raising of harmful 
policies towards the refugee community. Notably, this partnership has fostered a strong group of 
dedicated volunteers who are passionate about supporting RISE and the aspirations of the refugee 
community. 

Wholefood’s English language program has consistently proven to be popular, and as such, the 
RISE/Wholefoods partnership focused on the delivery of quality English classes from 2016 
onwards. The classes cultivate a warm, welcoming, and safe learning environment that addresses 
not only language acquisition, but social isolation. This program seeks to fill a gap in the community, 
as English classes that are provided on release from detention are too short for meaningful 
language acquisition. 

Wholefoods and RISE also provided support for the development of new soccer team for players 
from refugee communities.  Assistance was provided in the way of logo design, fundraising, social 
media presence, liaising with union organisers, sponsorship, network liaison, as well as moral and 
social support. The community now has a successful team playing with Vic Soccer. 

WHOLEFOODS/RISE PARTNERSHIP
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MUSIC AND ARTS
As members of refugee and asylum seeker communities may face challenges of 
identity, integration and a lack of social support, the aim of the RISE Music & Arts 
project is to reduce social isolation and foster interaction with the wider society 
through forms of artistic expression. RISE music and arts projects also act as a medium 
for engaging with the wider community; through events and festivals RISE is able to 
promote and showcase the various talents and cultural assets that refugee and asylum 
seeker communities possess.

Theatre for Transformation sees a meaningful collaboration between RISE and the 
Melbourne Polytechnic YAMEC (Young Adult Migrant Education Courses) 
students, who use theatre to promote social inclusion, civic engagement, and 
dialogue under the guidance of RISE mentors. 

This year, a workshop comprising 10 3-hour sessions was held at the Melbourne 
Polytechnic Preston campus with non-actors from refugee and migrant 
backgrounds to develop a high quality, energetic and inclusive performance. The 
performance was interactive in nature and encouraged the audience members to 
step into the stage and participate in solving a social issue presented by the 
actors. 

This project saw the expression of theatre being used for ambitious outcomes: 
To empower youth to voice issues affecting them; to create a dialogue and 
positive approach to the resolution of social issues; to develop youth skills and 
community participation; and to increase understanding of civic engagement 
possibilities. 

To foster sustainability of these outcomes, a separate stream of workshops saw 
RISE facilitators mentoring and training YAMEC graduates in workshop 
facilitation. Additionally, 8-12 young people who completed the program will be
invited to form a Youth Advisory Committee. 

THEATRE FOR TRANSFORMATION
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Building on the success of the RISE 2016 Film-Making Workshop, the 2017 Motion Graphics 
Workshop was the second in RISE’s Video Workshop series. Facilitated by award-winning 
filmmaker, Alan Nguyen, the 2017 Motion Graphics Workshop introduced participants to the basic 
elements of image creation and manipulation and production for informational-motion videos. 

The workshop was a two-day intensive involving ten participants who ranged from complete 
beginners to professionals in digital media. Workshop exercises took participants through the basics 
of producing short motion graphic videos, allowing participants to incorporate skills they had learnt 
from both the theoretical and practical components of the workshop. For the final project, 
participants were asked to work collaboratively to create an accessible and engaging motion video 
to help increase awareness on issues and topics related to refugee and asylum seeker justice. 

The workshop maintained a focus both on developing participants’ personal skills and on building the 
refugee community’s capacity to create their own narratives, through directing and producing 
moving images while working as a team. There was positive feedback from all participants involved, 
including the workshop facilitator, as well as a lot of interest for a follow-up video workshop. 

MOTION GRAPHICS WORKSHOP
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Providing access to food and non-food items to members, the RISE Food bank operates 6 
days a week out of the RISE Drop-In Centre in central Melbourne. Alongside access to dry 
food and fresh produce, store gift cards are also provided to promote autonomy and access 
necessary non-food or culturally specific items. A central tenant of RISE’s distribution model 
is ‘fairness’; every member receives more or less the same amount, with care taken to 
ensure that nutritional needs are met.   

Whilst addressing the immediate needs of members - refugees, asylum seekers, and ex-
detainees = is the primary focus, RISE also raises public awareness and advocates on our 
members’ behalf to address the conditions and government policies that lead to food 
insecurity. 

RISE is assisted by SecondBite, who deliver weekly food donations. SecondBite exists to 
provide access to fresh, nutritious food for people in need across Australia. 

Food is an important part of our shared culture, and the process of cooking and sharing a 
meal has many benefits. As such, creating a social meal project has been a goal of RISE for 
some time. RISE’s cooking programme was started in April 2017 as a form of social support 
for our members. It gives people displaced from their culture a chance to connect to and 
practice their culture, and to share it with others. It brings members from varying 
backgrounds and circumstances together, many of whom love cooking. 

Cooking sessions generally run once a week. The day before, the coordinator reaches out to 
members to encourage participation, get menu suggestions and ask about essential 
ingredients to purchase. RISE purchases all the ingredients for the cooking sessions. 

For many participants, it is more than cooking and eating; it is also a form of therapy that 
helps people to concentrate on completing particular tasks, provides a distraction from 
everyday stresses, alleviates homesickness, and fosters a sense of community. We have seen 
improvements in our members’ mental health where, through participation, people feel a 
sense of empowerment and support. 

FOODBANK PANTRY

RISE MEAL PROGRAM
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Ahlam Aweeys 
Ibtisam Ahmed 
Mahmoud Salameh 
Ramesh Fernandez 
Abdul Baig 
Gulius Kogoya 
Habiburahman Habiburahman 
Mona Moe 
Nahar Nahar 
Hisham 

RISE MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE

Madhuni Kumarakulasinghe 
R-Coo Tran 
Sarah Osman
Tania Cañas 
Reem Mussa 
Samira Hasaan 
Erik Ly 
Deen Mohamed 
Diirshe Cabdallah 
Dominic Golding 

Elizabeth Flynn 
Faten Mohammed 
John Deng 
Korina Leoncio 
Liang Luscombe 
Liam Neame 
Lakech Sisay 
Nawal Ali 
Pauline Vetuna 
Patrick Marks 
Alan Nguyen 
Wani Le Frere 

Rina Hart 
Samira Hassan 
Waleed Mussa 
Patrick Marks 
Shiyavanthi Johnpillai 
Lauren Zarina Thomas 
Mohamed Nur 
Patrick Donelan 
Raj Thillaimuthu 
Hon Boey 
Anong Tan 
Chris Francke 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
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By being the first refugee organisation in Australia and one of the few in the world 
that uses the model of self-empowerment for sustainable community development, 
our organisation is not just run by members from the refugee and asylum seeker 

community, it is governed by members of that community. Hence decisions are made 
by members from refugee/asylum seeker backgrounds. 

 
RISE is a Tax deductible organization and your financial support helps us to enable 
refugees to build new lives in Australia in which they can flourish and achieve their 
fullest potential. We operate with some of the most underserviced members of our 
society, and in areas which are grossly underfunded.  To respond to this need, we 
need your financial support, to donate please visit our webpage at riserefugee.org 

 
To donate to RISE contact us on admin@riserefugee.org  

SUPPORTING RISE


